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Abstract
We present the R package clustrd which implements a class of methods that combine
dimension reduction and clustering of continuous or categorical data. In particular, for
continuous data, the package contains implementations of factorial K-means and reduced
K-means; both methods combine principal component analysis with K-means clustering.
For categorical data, the package provides MCA K-means, i-FCB and cluster correspon-
dence analysis, which combine multiple correspondence analysis with K-means. Two
examples on real data sets are provided to illustrate the usage of the main functions.
Keywords: dimension reduction, clustering, principal component analysis, multiple correspon-
dence analysis, K-means.
1. Introduction
Cluster analysis aims to find a meaningful allocation of observations to groups that are similar
with respect to a set of observed variables. Similarity between observations may be defined
in various ways depending on data specificities (e.g., measurement scales) and corresponding
distance/similarity measures. If the set of variables used in determining the similarity is large,
calculation of dissimilarities may become difficult. To overcome this problem, methods that
combine dimension reduction (i.e., reduce the set of variables by either selecting a subset of
variables or by using some function to reduce the dimensionality) with cluster analysis have
been proposed.
The most popular way of applying dimension reduction and cluster analysis is by simply
executing them sequentially. That is, first the original data are transformed using dimension
reduction, then cluster analysis is applied to the transformed data. This method is also known
as the tandem approach. As part of a sequential (tandem) approach the user can initially
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apply a dimension reduction technique and then subject the low-dimensional solution to a
clustering algorithm.
Some useful R (R Core Team 2019) packages for dimension reduction that implement principal
component analysis (PCA), correspondence analysis (CA), multiple correspondence analysis
(MCA) and their variants, include ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007), ca (Nenadić and Greenacre
2007), CAvariants (Beh and Lombardo 2014), FactoMineR (Lê, Josse, and Husson 2008),
homals (De Leeuw and Mair 2009), as well as functions prcomp() and princomp() from
the built-in package stats. More sophisticated implementations of tandem approaches are
available through the packages FactoClass (Pardo and Del Campo 2007) and FactoMineR
(Lê et al. 2008). FactoClass implements a sequential strategy described in Lebart, Morineau,
and Piron (2000). Dimension reduction (PCA or CA/MCA) is first performed, according
to the nature of the data, followed by a clustering of the factor scores. The clustering step
implements hierarchical clustering (Euclidean distance and Ward’s linkage method) followed
by K-means, using the cluster centers obtained from the hierarchical algorithm as the initial
partition. This is known as the “consolidation” approach (Lebart et al. 2000) and can balance
the advantages and disadvantages of hierarchical and partitioning methods, especially when
the number of objects is large. Moreover, the package calculates the so-called “test-values”
(Lebart, Morineau, and Warwick 1984) to facilitate a description of the obtained clusters.
A two-dimensional factorial map of the solution is also provided. In a similar fashion, the
function HCPC() of FactoMineR performs Ward’s hierarchical clustering on the results from a
PCA or CA/MCA. The consolidation approach is also provided as an option. The number of
clusters can be automatically determined based on the highest relative loss of within-group
inertia. The package also provides a representation of the clusters on the map induced by
the first two principal components, as well as a description of the clusters using the function
catdes(). FactoMineR and FactoClass, however, do not provide indices for cluster quality
assessment. The package factoextra (Kassambara and Mundt 2017) extends the functionality
of FactoMineR providing elegant visualizations of the results of HCPC() based on ggplot2
(Wickham 2016).
Intuitive and straightforward as the tandem approach may be, it may not yield an optimal
cluster allocation as the two methods optimize different criteria. Dimension reduction typi-
cally aims to retain as much variance as possible in as few dimensions as possible, whereas
cluster analysis aims to find similar and dissimilar observations in the data set and allocate the
observations accordingly to clusters. This problem is well-known (e.g., Bock 1987; De Soete
and Carroll 1994; Van Buuren and Heiser 1989; Vichi and Kiers 2001) and several solutions
have been proposed. In this paper, we consider related methods for joint dimension reduction
and clustering of continuous and categorical data. In particular, for continuous (or, interval)
data we consider reduced K-means (De Soete and Carroll 1994), factorial K-means (Vichi
and Kiers 2001) as well as a compromise version of these two methods. For categorical data,
cluster correspondence analysis (Van de Velden, Iodice D’Enza, and Palumbo 2017), which,
for the analysis of categorical data, is equivalent to GROUPALS (Van Buuren and Heiser
1989), multiple correspondence analysis and K-means (MCA K-means, Hwang, Dillon, and
Takane 2006), and iterative factorial clustering of binary variables (i-FCB, Iodice D’Enza and
Palumbo 2013) are considered.
Although most of extant joint dimension reduction and cluster analysis methods have been
proposed and derived quite a while ago, their popularity, as measured in terms of published
applied studies, appears to be limited. One factor that may play a role in this limited use,
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may be the lack of publicly available software to carry out the analyses. In this paper we
present the R package clustrd (Markos, Iodice D’Enza, and Van de Velden 2019) that fills
this gap by implementing these methods. Note that we do not concern ourselves here with
choosing a “best” method. An appraisal of the methods for continuous data can be found
in Timmerman, Ceulemans, Kiers, and Vichi (2010), whereas Van de Velden et al. (2017)
consider the performance of the methods for categorical data.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 provide a brief introduction of joint
dimension reduction and clustering methods for continuous and categorical variables, respec-
tively. Section 4 presents an overview of the R package clustrd available from the Comprehen-
sive R Archive Network (CRAN) at https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=clustrd. Two
examples with real data are presented to illustrate the usage of the main functions. Section 5
discusses limitations and possible extensions.
2. Methods for continuous data
Before giving a brief description of the methods included in the clustrd package, we intro-
duce some notation that we shall use throughout the paper. Let X denote a centered and
standardized n×Q data matrix, B is a Q× d columnwise orthonormal loadings matrix, i.e.,
B>B = Id, where d is the user supplied dimensionality of the reduced space. Furthermore,
ZK is the n×K binary matrix indicating cluster memberships of the n observations into the
K clusters. Finally, we use G to denote the K × d cluster centroid matrix.
For the analysis of continuous (interval-scaled) data, two alternatives to the sequential tandem
approach are commonly distinguished. That is, projection pursuit (Bock 1987) or, equiva-
lently, reduced K-means (RKM) clustering (De Soete and Carroll 1994), and factorial K-
means clustering (Vichi and Kiers 2001). Here we first introduce these two methods by
presenting their respective objective functions. Then, using a decomposition of the RKM
objective function given in Yamamoto and Hwang (2014), we show that the two methods are
closely related and only require one algorithm with different parameter settings.
2.1. Reduced K-means
In RKM clustering (De Soete and Carroll 1994), or, equivalently, projection pursuit (Bock
1987) the simultaneous dimension reduction and cluster analysis problem is tackled in such
a way that the cluster allocation and dimension reduction maximizes the between variance of
the clusters in the reduced space. The RKM objective function is
minφRKM (B,ZK ,G) =
∥∥∥X− ZKGB>∥∥∥2 , (1)
where ‖·‖ denotes the Frobenius norm. Following notation introduced by Yamamoto and
Hwang (2014), we insert the solution for the cluster means, that is, G =
(
Z>KZK
)−1
Z>KXB,
to obtain
minφRKM (B,ZK) =
∥∥∥X−PXBB>∥∥∥2 , (2)
where P = ZK
(
Z>KZK
)−1
Z>K . This notation will prove to be convenient for showing the
relationship between RKM and factorial K-means. Using the projector matrix P and the
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trace operator for the sum of diagonal elements of a matrix, we see that∥∥∥X−PXBB>∥∥∥2 = Tr (X>X)− Tr (B>X>PXB) . (3)
Furthermore, as minimizing φRKM amounts to maximizing−φRKM, we immediately see that in
RKM the between cluster variance (i.e., the second term on the right hand side of Equation 3),
in the reduced space, is maximized.
2.2. Factorial K-means
Factorial K-means or FKM (Vichi and Kiers 2001) minimizes the within variance of the
clusters in the reduced space. It can be described as simultaneous K-means clustering with
PCA.
The objective funcion for FKM is
minφFKM (B,ZK ,G) = ‖XB− ZKG‖2 . (4)
Analogue to the procedure followed for RKM, inserting the solution for G gives
minφFKM (B,ZK) = ‖XB−PXB‖2 . (5)
2.3. Reduced K-means and factorial K-means
Yamamoto and Hwang (2014) propose to decompose the RKM objective function in Equa-
tion 2 as: ∥∥∥X−PXBB>∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥X−XBB>∥∥∥2 + ‖XB−PXB‖2 . (6)
This decomposition shows that RKM can be seen as a compromise of PCA (the first part of
the decomposition) and FKM. Rather than assigning equal weights to the two parts, Vichi,
Vicari, and Kiers (2019) propose to minimize a convex combination of them. The objective
function thus becomes:
minφClusPCA (B,ZK) = α
∥∥∥X−XBB>∥∥∥2 + (1− α) ‖XB−PXB‖2 . (7)
Using the trace operator and collecting terms, we see that minimizing φClusPCA amounts to
maximizing:
Tr
(
B>X> ((1− α)P− (1− 2α) I)XB
)
. (8)
Hence, for known ZK , the loadings B can be obtained by taking the eigendecomposition of
X> ((1− α)P− (1− 2α)I)X, and by selecting orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the
d largest eigenvalues. On the other hand, for known B, only Tr
(
B>X> ((1− α)P)XB
)
from
Equation 8 needs to be maximized. This maximization problem is equivalent to a standard
K-means clustering objective function applied to XB. Combining these two parts, yields, for
given α, the following alternating least-squares algorithm:
1. Generate an initial cluster allocation ZK (e.g., by randomly assigning objects to clus-
ters).
2. Find loadings B by taking the eigendecomposition of X> ((1− α)P− (1− 2α)I)X
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3. Update the cluster allocation ZK by applying K-means to the reduced space subject
coordinates XB
4. Repeat the procedure (i.e., go back to step 2) using ZK for the cluster allocation matrix,
until convergence. That is, until ZK remains constant.
Note that, for α = 0.5, the problem reduces to RKM, and for α = 0 to FKM. When α = 1
the solution is equivalent to the tandem approach (principal component analysis followed
by K-means of the factor scores). The final model selection can be based on theoretical
considerations, for instance by deciding a priori that the desired method is to be a compromise
between FKM and RKM (i.e, choosing α = 0.25), or for instance, right in the middle of PCA
and RKM (i.e., choosing α = 0.75). Generally, several values of alpha could be evaluated and
the most attractive of these (e.g., the one that leads to the most interesting interpretation)
could be chosen. For selecting the number of clusters, Timmerman et al. (2010) recommend to
apply well-established heuristics, such as the Calinski-Harabasz index (Caliński and Harabasz
1974) or the average silhouette width (Rousseeuw 1987).
Empirical and simulation-based examples indicated that RKM and FKM can correctly iden-
tify well-separated clusters masked by randomly generated variables, whereas a corresponding
sequential (tandem) approach fails (De Soete and Carroll 1994; Vichi and Kiers 2001). A com-
parison of the performances of RKM and FKM can be found in Timmerman et al. (2010).
The authors showed evidence that for both FKM and RKM, the cluster membership recov-
ery generally deteriorates with increasing amount of overlap between clusters. RKM fails
to recover the clustering of the objects when the data contain much variance in directions
orthogonal to the subspace of the data. On the contrary, RKM generally shows a good perfor-
mance when the majority of the variables reflect the clustering structure and/or the variables
are standardized before analysis. In terms of subspace recovery, RKM and FKM appear to
complement each other.
3. Methods for categorical data
In this paper, and in the clustrd package, we consider the following three methods for categor-
ical data: MCA K-means (Hwang et al. 2006), iterative factorial clustering of binary variables
(i-FCB, Iodice D’Enza and Palumbo 2013), and cluster correspondence analysis (cluster CA).
Below we give a brief description of these methods. For more details on the methods, their
relationships as well as an appraisal of their performance in simulated experiments, see Van
de Velden et al. (2017).
For the analysis of categorical data, some additional notation is necessary. First of all, instead
of using the data matrix X we use a so-called superindicator matrix Z. That is, an n by Q
binary matrix, where for each observation the selected categories are coded as ones, and all
other elements are zero. Hence, Z = [Z1,Z2, . . . ,Zq], where Zj is an n by pj indicator matrix
for the j-th categorical variable, the number of categorical variables (attributes) is q and
Q = ∑qj=1 pj . Correspondingly, and analogue to the loadings matrix in the continuous case,
we define B =
[
B>1 ,B>2 , . . . ,B>q
]>
as the Q× d matrix of category quantifications, where Bj
denotes the pj by d matrix of category quantifications for the jth categorical variable. The
standardization of these category quantifications differs depending on the method. Further-
more, we define Y as an n by d matrix with reduced space coordinates for the observations
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(i.e., coordinates for the rows of Z). As before, ZK denotes the n ×K cluster membership
indicator matrix, G the K × d cluster centroid matrix.
3.1. Cluster correspondence analysis
Cluster CA can be seen as correspondence analysis applied to the cross-tabulation of the
cluster membership and the variable categories, i.e., the cluster by categories contingency
matrix. That is,
F = Z>KZ. (9)
Applying CA to this matrix yields optimal scaling values for rows (clusters) and columns
(categories) in such a way that the between cluster variance is a maximum. That is, the
clusters are optimally separated with respect to the distributions over the categorical vari-
ables. Similarly, and simultaneously, categories with differing distributions over the clusters
are optimally separated. However, the cluster memberships are not known and need to be
determined by the method as well. It can be shown, that optimal category quantifications
(i.e., column coordinates) as well as an optimal cluster allocation can be obtained by iterating
between CA of the contingency matrix (9) and by applying K-means cluster analysis to the
reduced space coordinates obtained using the CA category quantifications.
The algorithm for cluster CA can be summarized as follows:
1. Generate an initial cluster allocation ZK (e.g., by randomly assigning objects to clus-
ters).
2. Find category quantifications B by applying CA to the contingency matrix Z>KZ.
3. Calculate coordinates for the individuals (or objects) by averaging the centered scores
using the category quantifications from step 1. That is: Y = 1q (I− 11>/n)ZB.
4. Update ZK by applying K-means clustering to Y.
5. Repeat the procedure (i.e., go back to step 2) using ZK for the cluster allocation matrix,
until convergence. That is, until ZK (and hence Y and G) remain constant.
Since cluster CA amounts to applying CA to the cross-tabulation of cluster membership with
variable categories, the coordinates for rows and columns constitute a biplot of clusters and
categories (attributes). Hence, projections of the cluster points on attribute vertices, provide
approximations to the cluster by attribute associations. For more details on biplots and their
interpretation see, e.g., Gower, Lubbe, and Le Roux (2011).
However, given the large differences in dimensionalities (usually relatively few clusters versus
many categories) the typical CA normalizations may not lead to similar spread in the row
and column points. Consequently, a joint display of the row and column points may not be
very informative. Following proposals by Gower, Groenen, and Van de Velden (2010) and
Gower et al. (2011), Van de Velden et al. (2017) propose to multiply the cluster mean points
by a constant γ and the categories by its inverse, in such a way that the average squared
deviation from the origin is the same in both sets of points. That is,
γ =
(
K
Q
TrB>B/TrG>G
)1/4
, (10)
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and the matrices with scaled coordinates, Gs and Bs, become
Gs = γG and Bs =
1
γ
B. (11)
Use of this scaling parameter is the default option in clustrd.
3.2. MCA K-means
Hwang et al. (2006) proposed a joint multiple correspondence analysis and K-means method
that combines the two objectives using a convex combination. Using the same notation as
before, the MCA K-means objective can be formulated as follows:
minφmcak
(
Y,Bj ,G,ZK
)
= α1
q
q∑
j=1
‖Y− ZjBj‖2 + (1− α) ‖Y− ZKG‖2 (12)
subject to
Y>Y = Id.
The weight α is user supplied and controls the importance of the MCA and K-means part.
Although the term 1/q does not appear in Hwang et al. (2006), it is needed to ensure that
for α = 0.5, the MCA and cluster analysis parts receive equal weights. Hwang et al. (2006)
derive the following algorithm:
1. Generate an initial cluster allocation ZK (e.g., by randomly assigning objects to clusters)
and use MCA to obtain an initial solution for Y.
2. Calculate category quantifications and cluster means using: Bj =
(
Z>j Zj
)−1
Z>j Y and
G =
(
Z>KZK
)−1
Z>KY.
3. Update Y using the eigenequation:α1
p
p∑
j=1
Zj
(
Z>j Zj
)−1
Z>j + (1− α)ZK
(
Z>KZK
)−1
Z>K
Y = YΛ.
4. Update ZK by applying the K-means algorithm to Y.
5. Return to step 2 and repeat until convergence.
Note that step 3 of the algorithm may require an eigendecomposition of a very large matrix
(i.e., n × n). To tackle this problem, an alternative formulation given in Van de Velden
et al. (2017) was considered in our implementation of the algorithm. Although not explicitly
mentioned in the original paper, unless the matrices Zj and ZK are centered, the algorithm
above yields a trivial solution as its first dimension which needs to be discarded. See Iodice
D’Enza, Van de Velden, and Palumbo (2014) for details.
3.3. i-FCB
The i-FCB approach (Iodice D’Enza and Palumbo 2013) consists of iterations between non-
symmetric CA (NSCA, Beh and Lombardo 2014) and K-means clustering. First, NSCA is
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applied to the cluster by categories contingency matrix (9), where the dependent (reference)
variable is the cluster membership indicator (i.e., the rows) and the explanatory variables are
the q categorical variables. Next, for the cluster assignment, K-means clustering is performed
on object scores (sample coordinates) that are obtained using the centered and weighted super
indicator matrix, and the category quantifications from the non-symmetric CA. See Iodice
D’Enza and Palumbo (2013) for details. Using our notation, the algorithm becomes:
1. Generate an initial cluster allocation ZK (e.g., by randomly assigning objects to clus-
ters).
2. Apply non-symmetric CA to the contingency matrix F = Z>KZ and thus obtain a cate-
gory quantification matrix B.
3. Calculate subject coordinates Y = Dw(I − 11>/n)ZB, where Dw = diag
(
ZKZ>K1
)
,
that is, a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements indicate, for each subject, the size
of the cluster to which it belongs.
4. Apply K-means to Y to update the cluster allocation matrix ZK and return to step 2.
Repeat until convergence.
In contrast to the algorithms for cluster CA and MCA K-means, the NSCA and K-means
problems consecutively solved in the i-FCB algorithm do not correspond to the same objective
function. This complicates the assessment of convergence in i-FCB. In clustrd the sum of the
NSCA and K-means objective functions is considered, and we iterate until this sum is below
a small threshold value. If in two subsequent iterations the value increases, we terminate the
algorithm and revert to the solution of the penultimate step. In addition to this convergence
issue, it should be noted that the K-means procedure in this algorithm is not straightforward
as Y depends on ZK through Dw. To overcome this issue, both Y and Dw are fixed in Step
4, therefore ZK is the only term updated. The new Dw is used in Step 3 of the next iteration,
when Y is updated.
An extensive simulation study was conducted by Van de Velden et al. (2017) to assess to
what extent the three aforementioned methods are able to retrieve existing cluster structure
in categorical data. In the presence of correlated noise variables, the tandem approach and
MCA K-means with α = 0.5 resulted in poorer cluster recovery. Cluster correspondence
analysis consistently outperformed the other methods, whereas i-FCB performed well only in
balanced scenarios, i.e., for equally-sized clusters.
4. Package description and illustrative examples
In this section we illustrate the functionality available in the clustrd package through the
analysis of two real data sets. All the methods described in Sections 2 and 3 are implemented
in the functions cluspca() and clusmca() for continuous and categorical data, respectively.
To facilitate the selection of the most appropriate number of clusters and dimensions, the
package provides the function tuneclus(). The three functions return an S3 object of class
cluspca, clusmca or tuneclus, respectively, for which plot(), print(), summary() and
fitted() functions are provided. The package also includes five data sets, three of which
have been used in the original papers introducing the methods in question. Table 1 shows a
summary of the package contents.
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Function Description
cluspca() Methods for continuous data (reduced K-means and factorial K-means).
clusmca() Methods for categorical data (MCA K-means, i-FCB and cluster CA).
tuneclus() Cluster quality assessment for a range of clusters and dimensions.
plot() Plot method for cluspca, clusmca and tuneclus objects.
print() Prints out some key components of cluspca, clusmca and tuneclus objects.
summary() Produces a detailed output for cluspca, clusmca and tuneclus objects.
fitted() Returns a matrix where each observation is replaced by its cluster center
(method argument is set to "centers") or a vector of cluster membership
(method argument is set to "classes") for cluspca, clusmca and tuneclus
objects.
Data set Description
bribery The data set refers to a collection of 55 articles on bribery cases from central
Russian newspapers 1999–2000 (Mirkin 2005).
cmc Data of married women in Indonesia related to their choice of contraceptive
method (Dua and Graff 2017).
diamond Data on 308 diamond stones sold in Singapore. The main attributes are
diamond weight, color, clarity, certification body and price (Chu 2001).
hsq Data collected through the humor styles questionnaire (HSQ) which assesses
four independent ways in which people express and appreciate humor (Van
de Velden et al. 2017).
macro Data on the short-term macroeconomic performance of national economies
of twenty OECD countries in September 1999 (Vichi and Kiers 2001).
Table 1: Summary of clustrd package contents.
4.1. Short-term macroeconomic scenario of OECD countries
To demonstrate the cluspca() function we provide an application to data describing a short-
term macroeconomic scenario. The macro data set contains the values of six economic in-
dicators of twenty countries, members of the organization for economic co-operation and
development (OECD, Vichi and Kiers 2001): gross domestic product (GDP), leading indi-
cator (LI), unemployment rate (UR), interest rate (IR), trade balance (TB), net national
savings (NNS). Values are percentage change from the previous year. The goal of the analysis
is to identify classes of similar economies and also understand the relationships within the set
of economic indicators.
Four arguments are required as input in cluspca(): a matrix or data frame (data); the num-
ber of clusters (nclus); the number of dimensions (ndim) and, through the method argument,
the desired method. As selected method one may either choose RKM or FKM or, in case
intermediate weighting is desired, one may replace method by a parameter alpha that adjusts
for the importance of the two parts in (6). The solution amounts to reduced K-means for
alpha = 0.5 and to factorial K-means for alpha = 0. Note that, when alpha = 1 the solution
is equivalent to tandem analysis; that is PCA followed by K-means clustering of the objects.
A description of the available arguments along with the related output, is given in Table 2.
After installing clustrd from the CRAN, the package and the macro data set are loaded:
R> library("clustrd")
R> data("macro", package = "clustrd")
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Arguments Description
data Data set with metric variables.
nclus Number of clusters.
ndim Dimensionality of the solution.
method Specifies the method. Options are "RKM" for reduced K-means and "FKM"
for factorial K-means (default = "RKM").
alpha Adjusts for the relative importance of RKM and FKM in the objective func-
tion; alpha= 0.5 leads to reducedK-means, alpha= 0 to factorialK-means,
and alpha = 1 reduces to the tandem approach.
center A logical value indicating whether the variables should be shifted to be zero
centered before the analysis takes place (default = TRUE).
scale A logical value indicating whether the variables should be scaled to have
unit variance before the analysis takes place (default = TRUE).
rotation Specifies the method used to rotate the factors. Options are none for no ro-
tation, varimax for varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization and promax
for promax rotation (default = "none").
nstart Number of random starts (default = 100).
smartStart If NULL then a random cluster membership vector is generated. Alternatively,
a cluster membership vector can be provided as a starting solution.
seed An integer that is used as argument by set.seed() for offsetting the random
number generator when smartStart = NULL. The default value is NULL.
Output Description
obscoord Object scores (sample coordinates).
attcoord Variable scores (loadings).
centroid Cluster centroids.
cluster Cluster membership.
criterion Optimal value of the objective function.
size The number of objects in each cluster.
scale A copy of scale in the return object.
center A copy of center in the return object.
nstart A copy of nstart in the return object.
odata A copy of data in the return object.
Table 2: List of cluspca() arguments and output with description.
In this example, reduced K-means was applied to the data with the argument method set to
"RKM". The number of clusters and the number of dimensions were chosen based on interpre-
tational ease, following Vichi and Kiers (2001) who have previously considered this data set.
Therefore, nclus was fixed to 3 and ndim to 2. To avoid local minima due to the K-means
step, 100 random starts were used (nstart = 100 is the default). Variables were centered and
standardized, which is the default setting (center = TRUE and scale = TRUE). A varimax
rotation of the factors was performed to simplify interpretation (rotation = "varimax").
The summary() method prints out a detailed summary of the RKM solution, including clus-
ter sizes and centroids, variable scores (loadings) on the two dimensions, the sum-of-squares
decomposition, the cluster membership vector and the objective criterion value, as shown
below.
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R> outRKM <- cluspca(macro, 3, 2, method = "RKM",
+ rotation = "varimax", seed = 1234)
R> summary(outRKM)
Solution with 3 clusters of sizes 10 (50%), 7 (35%), 3 (15%)
in 2 dimensions. Variables were mean centered and standardized.
Cluster centroids:
Dim.1 Dim.2
Cluster 1 0.9264 -0.5039
Cluster 2 -1.4344 -0.3536
Cluster 3 0.2589 2.5049
Variable scores:
Dim.1 Dim.2
GDP -0.7670 0.2123
LI -0.1150 -0.2175
UR -0.4271 -0.1109
IR -0.0201 0.6607
TB -0.0318 -0.6532
NNS 0.4634 0.1791
Within cluster sum of squares by cluster:
[1] 5.1105 4.2402 1.9681
(between_SS / total_SS = 80.05 %)
Clustering vector:
Australia Canada Finland France Spain Sweden
2 2 2 2 2 2
USA Netherlands Greece Mexico Portugal Austria
2 1 3 3 3 1
Belgium Denmark Germany Italy Japan Norway
1 1 1 1 1 1
Switzerland UK
1 1
Objective criterion value: 34.2877
Available output:
[1] "obscoord" "attcoord" "centroid" "cluster"
[5] "criterion" "size" "odata" "scale"
[9] "center" "nstart"
The following classification was obtained (clusters are sorted according to size):
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Australia
Canada
Finland
France
Spain
Sweden
USA
Netherlands
Greece
Mexico
Portugal
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Italy
JapanNorway
Switzerland
UK
C1C2
C3
GDP
LI
UR
IR
TB
NNS
Dim. 1
D
im
. 2
Figure 1: Reduced K-means biplot of countries (points) and economic indicators (biplot axes
with respect to components 1 (horizontal) and 2 (vertical). Cluster means are labeled C1
through C3.
• Cluster 1 (50%): Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands Nor-
way, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
• Cluster 2 (35%): Australia, Canada, Finland, France, Spain, Sweden, United States.
• Cluster 3 (15%): Greece, Mexico, Portugal.
To visualize the solution the generic plot() function may be used, which yields a two-
dimensional factorial map. The argument dim controls which dimensions to plot. The default
value is dim = c(1,2), i.e., the first two dimensions are plotted. The argument what speci-
fies whether to visualize objects, variables or both; a different map is produced in each case.
When what = c(TRUE, FALSE) a scatterplot of the objects and cluster centroids is obtained.
A correlation circle of the variables is given when what = c(FALSE, TRUE). The default op-
tion is what = c(TRUE, TRUE) and leads to a biplot where biplot axes (lines with arrows
drawn from the origin) are used to represent the variables. A vector of custom attribute
labels, lbl, is provided via attlabs = lbl. Projection of object points onto the biplot axes
makes it possible to infer the approximated variable values. The resulting plots are ggplot2
objects and as such can be stored and customized using standard ggplot2 functions.
In our working example, the joint display of countries, economic indicators and cluster cen-
troids on the first two dimensions can be obtained via
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Figure 2: Reduced K-means conventional graphical display with respect to components 1
(horizontal) and 2 (vertical). Left: Scatterplot of the twenty countries; cluster means are
labeled C1 through C3. Right: Correlation circle of the six economic indicators.
R> plot(outRKM)
In the corresponding biplot of Figure 1, countries are represented as points and economic
indicators are represented as biplot axes. The first dimension opposes Clusters 1 and 2,
whereas the second dimension clearly separates Cluster 3 from the others. The first dimension
is characterized mainly by gross domestic product (GDP), unemployment rate (UN) and net
national savings (NNS), whereas the second dimension is infuenced mostly by interest rate
(IR) and trade balance (TB). A scatterplot of countries and the correlation circle of economic
indicators are shown in Figure 2 and can be obtained via
R> plot(outRKM, what = c(TRUE, FALSE))
R> lbl <- c("Gross Dom. Prod.", "Lead. Indicator", "Unempl. Rate",
+ "Interest Rate", "Trade Balance", "Net Nat. Savings")
R> plot(outRKM, what = c(FALSE, TRUE), attlabs = lbl)
To facilitate a description of the obtained clusters, a parallel coordinate plot of the cluster
means can be also provided, by setting the cludesc argument to TRUE.
R> plot(outRKM, cludesc = TRUE)
The parallel coordinate plot of Figure 3 depicts the cluster means for each variable and pro-
vides quick insights into the difference in growth patterns between groups of countries. Cluster
sizes are visualized using thickness of the cluster lines. Notice that the mean values depicted
on the vertical axis correspond to mean centered and standardized variables. Countries in the
first cluster are mainly characterized by a low growth in GDP, compared to the other clusters.
The second cluster contains countries with above average growth in GDP and unemployment
rate, and a below average growth in net national savings. Countries in the third group are
mainly characterized by a large increase in interest rate and a substantial decrease in trade
balance.
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Figure 3: Parallel coordinate plot of the cluster means (line thickness is proportional to cluster
size).
4.2. Contraceptive choice in Indonesia
As an illustration of the clusmca() function, we consider the cmc data set, which is a subset
of the 1987 National Indonesia Contraceptive Prevalence Survey. The sample includes 1 473
married women who were not pregnant (or did not know they were pregnant) at the time of
the survey. The data set is available through the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Dua
and Graff 2017) and is routinely used for a classification task, where the aim is to predict the
contraceptive method choice of a woman (no use, long-term methods, or short-term methods),
based on nine socio-economic characteristics. In the current context, however, the goal of the
analysis is to identify homogeneous groups of Indonesian women, characterized by a small
number of socio-economic characteristics and their choice of contraceptive method. The data
set includes the following variables:
• W_AGE: Wife’s age (continuous).
• W_EDU: Wife’s education (ordinal): low, 2, 3, high.
• H_EDU: Husband’s education (ordinal): low, 2, 3, high.
• NCHILD: Number of children (count).
• W_REL: Wife’s religion (binary): non-Islam, Islam.
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Arguments Description
data Data set with categorical variables.
nclus Number of clusters.
ndim Dimensionality of the solution.
method Specifies the method. Options are "MCAk" for MCA K-means, "iFCB" for
iterative factorial clustering of binary variables and "clusCA" for cluster
correspondence analysis (default = "clusCA").
alphak Non-negative scalar to adjust for the relative importance of MCA (alphak
= 1) and K-means (alphak = 0) in the MCAk solution (default = .5); alphak
= 1 reduces to the tandem approach.
nstart Number of random starts (default = 100).
smartStart If NULL then a random cluster membership vector is generated. Alternatively,
a cluster membership vector can be provided as a starting solution.
gamma Scaling parameter that leads to a similar spread in the object and attribute
points (default = TRUE).
seed An integer that is used as argument by set.seed() for offsetting the random
number generator when smartStart = NULL. The default value is NULL.
Table 3: List of clusmca() arguments with description.
• W_WORK: Wife’s now working? (binary): Yes, No.
• H_OCC: Code of husband’s current occupation (categorical): 1, 2, 3, 4.
• SOL: Standard-of-living index (ordinal): low, 2, 3, high.
• MEDEXP: Media exposure (binary): good, not good.
• CMC: Contraceptive method used (nominal): no use, long-term, short-term.
The function clusmca() requires a matrix or data frame (data), the number of clusters
(nclus), the number of dimensions (ndim) and the desired method (method). The default
method implemented is "clusCA". The solutions of i-FCB and MCA K-means can be ob-
tained by setting the method to "iFCB" and "MCAk", respectively. Furthermore, when method
= "MCAk" it is possible to define the non-negative scalar weight alphak that determines the
influence of MCA and K-means criteria in the obtained solution. A value of alphak closer to
1 puts more weight on the dimension reduction (MCA) part of the objective function, whereas
a value closer to 0 gives more importance to the clustering criterion. When alphak = 1 the
solution is equivalent to tandem analysis; that is MCA followed by K-means clustering of the
objects. An investigation of the effects of changing the scalar weight on the final solution can
be found in Hwang et al. (2006). The description of the available arguments is given in Table 3.
The output arguments of clusmca() are the same with those described in cluspca().
A cluster CA was conducted on the cmc data set, after the values of wife’s age and number of
children were categorized into three groups based on quartiles, with levels 16-26, 27-39 and
40-49 years, and 0, 1-4 and 5 and above, respectively.
R> data("cmc", package = "clustrd")
R> cmc$W_AGE <- ordered(cut(cmc$W_AGE, c(16, 26, 39, 49),
+ include.lowest = TRUE))
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R> levels(cmc$W_AGE) <- c("16-26", "27-39", "40-49")
R> cmc$NCHILD <- ordered(cut(cmc$NCHILD, c(0, 1, 4, 17), right = FALSE))
R> levels(cmc$NCHILD) <- c("0", "1-4", "5 and above")
The number of clusters and the number of dimensions were set to 3 and ndim to 2, respectively
and the algorithm was run with 10 random starts. The summary() method returns a similar
output to that for cluspca() objects (not shown here).
R> outclusCA <- clusmca(cmc, 3, 2, nstart = 10, seed = 1234)
R> summary(outclusCA)
R> plot(outclusCA, cludesc = TRUE, topstdres = 20, subplot = TRUE)
The cluster CA solution can be visualized with the S3 plot() function and returns a two-
dimensional factorial map. The default is dim = c(1, 2) for plotting the first two dimensions.
The cluster centroids are always displayed. This leads to a biplot with the γ-based scaling
(see Section 3.1) so as to obtain a similar spread in the object and attribute points (argument
gamma is TRUE by default). To help with the interpretation of clusters it is useful to identify
attributes that deviate the most from the independence condition. For this purpose, a series of
barplots can be obtained by adding the argument cludesc = TRUE. The bars in the resulting
plot correspond to the highest (in absolute value) standardized residuals from independence
of the attribute distributions conditional to clusters. A positive (negative) residual means
that the attribute has an above (below) average frequency within the cluster. The number of
top residuals to be plotted is controlled via the argument topstdres. The logical argument
subplot indicates whether a subplot with the full distribution of the standardized residuals
will appear at the bottom left corner of the corresponding barplots.
From the corresponding biplot shown in Figure 4, it appears that women in the cluster closest
to the center of the plot (i.e., cluster 1 in Figure 4, 45.6%) exhibit characteristics that are
closely aligned with the characteristics of the majority in the sample: a moderate education
and standard of living and use of short-term contraceptive methods. On the right side of
the plot we find a cluster of women (cluster 2 in Figure 4, 41.4%) associated with a high
education (both wife and husband), a high standard of living, the 1st category of husband’s
occupation and a non-Islam religion. Also, women in this cluster are associated with the use
of long-term contraceptive methods. Finally, women in the small cluster on the left (cluster
3, 13%) are mostly associated with low education (both wife and husband), not good media
exposure and the 4th category of husband’s occupation. Note that we do not have any more
info on what each category of husband’s occupation means.
The three barplots in Figure 5 show for each cluster the twenty attributes with the highest
standardized residuals (positive or negative). Figure 5 confirms and enriches the graphical
depiction of Figure 4. We observe that in cluster 1, wives and their husbands tend to have
moderate levels of education and standard of living, mostly belong to the lowest age category
(16–26 years) and tend to use short-term contraceptive methods. In cluster 2, women are
characterized by a high education level (wife and husband), the 1st category of husband’s
occupation, a high standard of living, a non-Islam religion, and mostly reported to be using
long-term contraceptive methods. Finally, cluster 3 contains women characterized mostly by
a low education (wife and husband), a low standard of living, and not good media exposure.
They also tend to belong to the highest age category (40–49 years), had 5 children or above
and reported to be using no contraception at all.
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Figure 4: Cluster CA biplot with respect to components 1 (horizontal) and 2 (vertical).
Cluster means are labeled C1 through C3.
The selection of the most appropriate number of clusters and dimensions for the cmc data
set is, as in most clustering problems, not a trivial task and requires a careful assessment
of solutions corresponding to different parameter choices. A thorough treatment of these
issues is beyond the scope of this paper. However, to facilitate a quantitative appraisal
of solutions corresponding to different parameter settings, the clustrd package provides the
function tuneclus(). The function requires a data set (data argument), the range of clusters
(nclusrange) and dimensions (ndimrange), as well as the desired method through the method
argument. The function relies on cluster.stats() in the package fpc (Hennig 2019) and
provides two well established distance-based statistics to assess the quality of an obtained
clustering solution via the criterion argument; the average silhouette width (ASW) index
(criterion = "asw", Rousseeuw 1987) and the Calinski-Harabasz (CH) index (criterion
= "ch", Caliński and Harabasz 1974). The ASW index, which ranges from −1 to 1, reflects
the compactness of the clusters and indicates whether a cluster structure is well separated
or not. The CH index is the ratio of between-cluster variance to within-cluster variance,
corrected according to the number of clusters, and takes values between 0 and∞. In general,
the higher the ASW and CH values, the better the cluster separation.
As alternative measure to evaluate the number of clusters, one may also simply consider
the objective value (value of the optimization criterion) of the chosen method (criterion =
"crit"). In particular, by inspecting how the objective value is affected by changes in the
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Figure 5: Top 20 of the largest standardized residuals per cluster (with complete distributions
in small subplots).
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Arguments Description
data Data set with metric or categorical variables.
nclusrange An integer vector with the range of clusters which are to be compared by
a cluster quality criterion.
ndimrange An integer vector with the range of dimensions which are to be compared
by a cluster quality criterion.
method Specifies the method. Options are "RKM" for reduced K-means, "FKM" for
factorial K-means, "MCAk" for MCA K-means, "iFCB" for iterative facto-
rial clustering of binary variables and "clusCA" for cluster correspondence
analysis.
criterion One of "asw", "ch" or "crit". Determines whether the average silhouette
width, Calinski-Harabasz index or objective value of the selected method
is used (default = "asw").
dst Specifies the data used to compute the distances between objects. Options
are "full" for the original data (after possible scaling) and "low" for the
object scores in the low-dimensional space (default = "full").
... Further arguments to be transferred to cluspca() or clusmca().
Output Description
clusobjbest The output of the optimal run of cluspca() or clusmca().
nclusbest The optimal number of clusters.
ndimbest The optimal number of dimensions.
critbest The optimal criterion value for nclusbest clusters and ndimbest dimen-
sions.
critgrid Matrix of size nclusrange × ndimrange with the criterion values for the
specified ranges of clusters and dimensions (values are calculated only when
the number of clusters is greater than the number of dimensions; otherwise
values in the grid are left blank).
Table 4: List of tuneclus() arguments with description.
number of clusters, it may be possible to select an optimal number of clusters. For example,
similar to the use of scree plots in PCA, one could search for a number of clusters after
which no substantial improvement in the objective value is realized (Hwang et al. 2006). It
is important to emphasize that the provided measures, that is, the three criteria can only be
used to select an optimal number of dimensions and clusters among different solutions of a
certain method. Comparison of the values across methods is generally not meaningful.
The function tuneclus() allows the specification of the data matrix used to compute the dis-
tances between objects, via the dst argument. When dst = "full" (default) the appropriate
distance measure is computed on the original data. In particular, the Euclidean distance can
be used for continuous variables and Gower’s distance for categorical variables. When the
option is set to "low", the distance is computed between the low-dimensional object scores.
In that case, distances are affected by the chosen dimension reduction method and the value
of the selected cluster quality criterion can be misleading, as the low-dimensional projection
forces object points to be close to cluster centroids. For MCA K-means, this is particularly
obvious as we can immediately influence our results by changing (decreasing) alphak. Con-
sequently, one cannot use this option when comparing results of different methods. On the
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other hand, conditional on a certain method, the "low" option can be informative concerning
the selection of the optimal number of dimensions and clusters.
The output of the tuning function contains the optimal numbers of clusters (nclusbest) and
dimensions (ndimbest) based on the chosen criterion value (critbest), the output of the
optimal run of cluspca() or clusmca() (clusobjbest), and a grid of size nclus × ndim,
with the selected clustering quality criterion values corresponding to the specified ranges of
clusters and dimensions (critgrid). Note that these values are calculated for nclus > ndim.
Table 4 lists all the available arguments for tuneclus().
To demonstrate parameter tuning, we show an application of MCA K-means to the cmc data
for a wide range of clusters (3 to 10) and dimensions (2 to 9). The Euclidean distance was
computed between individuals on the original data matrix (dst = "full"). The method
argument was set to "MCAk" with 10 random starts (nstart = 10) and the average silhouette
width was used as a cluster quality assessment criterion (criterion = "asw").
R> bestMCAk <- tuneclus(cmc, 3:10, 2:9, method = "MCAk",
+ criterion = "asw", dst = "full", nstart = 10, seed = 1234)
R> bestMCAk
The best solution was obtained for 3 clusters of sizes 633 (43%),
611 (41.5%), 229 (15.5%) in 2 dimensions, for a cluster quality
criterion value of 0.188.
The average Silhouette width values of each cluster are:
[1] 0.21 0.19 0.12
Cluster quality criterion values across the specified range of clusters
(rows) and dimensions (columns):
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 0.188
4 0.119 0.168
5 0.102 0.151 0.075
6 0.075 0.127 0.053 0.136
7 0.075 0.115 0.087 0.047 0.108
8 0.061 0.097 0.075 0.105 0.055 0.114
9 0.038 0.089 0.098 0.089 0.09 0.082 0.025
10 0.043 0.09 0.086 0.073 0.046 0.101 0.104 -0.055
Cluster centroids:
Dim.1 Dim.2
Cluster 1 0.0291 -0.0116
Cluster 2 -0.0138 0.0292
Cluster 3 -0.0437 -0.0459
Within cluster sum of squares by cluster:
[1] 0.0065 0.0071 0.0054
(between_SS / total_SS = 99.13 %)
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Objective criterion value: 8.2462
Available output:
[1] "clusobjbest" "nclusbest" "ndimbest"
[4] "critbest" "critgrid" "crit"
[7] "cluasw"
As shown in output, the optimal (highest) average silhouette width value (critbest) equals
0.188 and was obtained for 3 clusters (nclusbest) and 2 dimensions (ndimbest), with cluster-
specific ASW values of 0.21, 0.19 and 0.12, respectively.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we described the R package clustrd that implements a class of methods com-
bining dimension reduction and cluster analysis. There is a variety of packages that provide
methods for dimension reduction and/or distance-based clustering. However, joint methods
are currently not available in any other software. The clustrd package fills this gap. Existing
methods and their relationships were briefly presented. These methods have been imple-
mented using two main functions, cluspca() and clusmca(), for continuous and categorical
data, respectively. The clustrd package also provides visualizations for the factorial solutions
and the description of clusters, as well as a function to decide on the number of clusters and
dimensions.
The methods implemented in the clustrd are not exhaustive. Recently, Yamamoto and Hwang
(2014) proposed a generalization of reduced K-means that accounts for a subset of variables
related amongst each other, but unrelated to the cluster structure. Their method, which
they call generalized reduced clustering, requires tuning of a parameter related to the dimen-
sionalities of the “cluster related” and the “cluster unrelated” set. If the dimensionality of
the subset of variables unrelated to the cluster structure but related amongst each other, is
zero, their method corresponds to the problem formulated in (8), where the weights are not
required to sum to one. Generalized reduced clustering is not included in clustrd.
In future versions of the package, the authors will seek to include fuzzy extensions of the
methods currently implemented, such as fuzzy MCA K-means (Hwang, Dillon, and Takane
2010) and two-way regularized fuzzy MCA K-means (Kim, Choi, and Hwang 2017). These
approaches typically require the selection of a fuzzy scalar or weight, which controls the
fuzziness of the clustering solution.
Extensions of joint dimension reduction and clustering methods for handling mixed data also
exist: GROUPALS (Van Buuren and Heiser 1989; Vichi et al. 2019). However, the imple-
mentation of such methods is not trivial as they often require data specific and subjective
choices concerning variable homogenization. For example, categorization of continuous vari-
ables or (constrained) optimal scaling of the categorical ones. Such developments might also
be included in future versions of the package, after further investigation.
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